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Introduction

In July 2011, the first U.S. troops started to leave Afghanistan – a powerful symbol of Western determination to let the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) gradually take over responsibility for national security. This is also an important element in the strategy of Hamid Karzai’s government, which seeks to appear not as a pawn of Washington but as an autonomous actor in negotiations with the so-called moderate Taliban. With withdrawal to be completed by 2014, the regionalization of the “Afghan issue” will grow. The regional powers will gain autonomy in their relationship with Kabul, and will implement strategies of both competition and collaboration. In the context of this regionalization, Russia occupies an important position.

Until 2008, Moscow’s position was ambivalent. Some members of the ruling elite took pleasure in pointing out the stalemate in which the international coalition was mired, since a victorious outcome would have signaled a strengthening of American influence in the region. Others, by contrast, were concerned by the coalition’s likely failure and the consequences that this would have for Moscow. Since 2009, the context has changed. The Obama Administration’s “reset policy”, the more nuanced international positions introduced by Dmitri Medvedev, and a sharper perception of the dangers emanating from Afghanistan have brought about a change in the Russian perspective. Critical discourse has become attenuated in tone and strategies of cooperation with NATO have been given greater prominence. The announcement of the ISAF’s expected withdrawal in 2014 accelerated a reformulation of Russian interests in Afghanistan and, more generally, throughout the entire region.

This paper discusses the international and domestic drivers that shape the “return” of Russian influence in Afghanistan and analyzes the outcomes, strengths, and weaknesses of Moscow’s strategies in this country. It concludes by examining their relevance for NATO.
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Speaking on Equal Terms with Washington

Internationally, Moscow welcomed the “reset policy” that the Obama administration launched in 2008, closing the book on years of tension with Washington during the second terms of Vladimir Putin and George W. Bush. The sources of this crisis in US-Russian relations were numerous: lobbying for NATO membership for Georgia and the Ukraine, the planned missile defense system in Poland and the Czech Republic, and the five-day war with Georgia, which marked a setback for Russia-NATO relations and led to the suspension of the NATO-Russia Council (NRC). The hardening of tone between the two capitals at the time allowed the Kremlin to make increasing use of self-assertive rhetoric on the international stage. However, Moscow wants anything but confrontation with the United States: it seeks equality with the world's foremost power, and expects its great power status to be recognized by Washington.

From a Russian point of view, the “reset policy” has the advantage of acknowledging Russia's status as consistent with that of a great power in a number of respects: its fundamental importance in the missile defense issue, with the signing of the New START Treaty; its role as an interlocutor in bilateral negotiations on global issues such as Iran's nuclear program; and recognition of its size and location as essential factors in addressing the Afghan crisis. This greatly facilitates negotiations between Washington and Moscow. The subjects are traditional, historic, minimally controversial, and can give the illusion of a return to a form of bipolarity, as when the two great players decided the future of the world between them. Both the Russians and the Americans find this reassuring, and the Kremlin can thus enjoy the satisfaction of being on equal terms with the United States, which is not the case in other strategic sectors. This desire to strengthen the partnership with Moscow is equally evident in Europe, and on a more global scale within NATO. Secretary General Rasmussen has emphasized his desire for NATO to prioritize the relationship with Russia, notably through joint participation in the Cooperative Airspace Initiative, in submarine search and rescue exercises, and in debates on the missile defense issue, which cannot be considered a truly collective domain since Russia is not a member of the Alliance.

Russia's position on Afghanistan and its growing cooperation with NATO within the “reset” framework offer Moscow an important showcase and allow it to make gestures towards Washington. This was already the case in 2001, after the events of September 11. Vladimir Putin, to the surprise of many members of the ruling elite, especially in the military, supported the U.S. intervention at the time and let the Pentagon open bases at Karshi-Khanabad in Uzbekistan and Manas in Kyrgyzstan. The unity of purpose displayed with the United States on the Afghan issue was a key element of Putin's policy of “revival” of the Russian state and its return to the world stage as a great power.

Today Western strategies in Afghanistan rely increasingly on Russia, which in turn gains increasing visibility as a partner of the international coalition. The Northern Distribution Network (NDN), established in summer 2009, continues to increase in importance. On the basis of agreements signed with eight transit countries, it carried 40 percent of all non-lethal equipment (mainly food and fuel) to ISAF in 2010; this is expected to reach 75 percent by the end of 2011, as the Pentagon now seeks as far as possible to avoid the Pakistani Ground Line of Communication, which is overloaded and dangerous. Between February 27, 2009, the official start of the land transit, and the end of April 2011, over 25,000 containers were transported via Russian territory. A reverse transit route for all kinds of non-lethal cargo, including construction material, general domestic items, timber, and housing containers, has developed. At the end of 2010, Moscow also allowed the transit of Afghanistan-bound armored vehicles.

In addition, Russia has opened its airspace. Kazakhstan did the same at the end of 2010. This means that U.S. Air Force cargo jets supplying weapons can now fly from U.S. territory over the North Pole to Bagram Air Base in about twelve hours and no longer need to stop to refuel. In April 2011, ISAF made its thousandth supply flight over Russia, having used the route to carry more than 150,000 soldiers to Afghanistan. Since spring
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2011, a new agreement between the United States and Russia has allowed the United States to airlift weapons, military equipment and armed forces through Russian air space, with a maximum of 4,500 flights per year in each direction. For Russia, the NDN is a financial windfall. Over land, the national railway company RZhD derives substantial benefits from this transit and has regularly increased its fees for freight. In air transport, Russian cargo companies like Vertical-T, UTAIR, and the Russian-Ukrainian company Volga-Dniepr have taken full advantage of these new supply lines to Afghanistan.

Russia also plays an important role in the U.S. presence at Manas, a key logistics hub for the United States. The idea, widespread in Western media, that Moscow regularly pressures the Kyrgyz authorities to demand the closure of the base is to a degree misleading. Moscow has much less interest than Beijing in seeing it closed; the Wikileaks cables released in late 2010 confirmed that China's activism on the matter was stronger than Russia's. Moreover, threats of closure have come directly from Bishkek – for example, those launched by Kurmanbek Bakiyev in 2009. The rent Washington pays has become a key component of the Kyrgyz state budget, and the Kyrgyz authorities thus use the base for financial blackmail. When Moscow protests against the American presence, it is not actually asking for the closure of the base, but is really sending signals to Washington about the long-term influence of the Pentagon in its “near abroad”. Moreover, Moscow is directly benefitting from this U.S. presence. The supply contract that provides half of all of the base's jet fuel is important not so much as a source of revenue for Russia (the amount the United States pays is important for the Kyrgyz budget, but not for the Russian budget or for Gazpromneft, the subsidiary of Gazprom responsible for this supply), as for the tremendous leverage it gives Russia over the United States.

Yet it would be simplistic to limit the perspective to this “American factor” in analyzing the Russian position on Afghanistan. Three other factors must be taken into account: in terms of foreign policy, the growing relevance of a long-term strategic rapprochement with Western interests against the backdrop of the reconfiguration of powers in the 21st century; in terms of the “near abroad”, midway between foreign and domestic policy, Moscow's management of its relationship with Central Asia; and in terms of domestic politics, awareness of the danger posed by drug trafficking. Afghanistan therefore embodies the security challenges that Russia faces in the decades ahead: those inherited as a legacy of bipolarity, those arising from the transformation of Russia into a nation-state learning how to manage relations with its post-Soviet neighbors, and those posed by non-traditional, 21st-century threats.

AFGHANISTAN IN RUSSIA'S CHANGING GEOSTRATEGIC GLOBAL POSITIONING

In terms of its global strategic position, Russia has been evolving for some time. The new National Security Concept for 2020, adopted in 2009, advances more nuanced and subtle arguments than the previous document, reflecting changes within the international security environment. First, the Concept defines security much more broadly, meaning that it includes energy security, soft security challenges, the environment, health, education, technology, and standard of living. The emphasis placed on these latter elements goes hand-in-hand with Dmitri Medvedev’s focus on societal ‘modernization’. The definition of enemies and dangers has also changed. Even if a number of prisms inherited from the Cold War still shape Russian perceptions, today Moscow tries to take into account two categories of danger: non-traditional threats (failing states, drug-trafficking, migration, and human security), and strategic uncertainties (potential rapid changes in the domestic or international orientation of its neighbors).

Russia's relationship with China, for instance, is characterized by strategic uncertainty and has in part to be understood through what is not said or what is said only in counterpoint. The anti-Chinese discourse of the Russian elites, hitherto reserved for the private sphere, has recently been on the increase. Experts recognize more and more that Russia's future will largely depend on its rising power differential with China. Over the medium term, the Russian leadership is by no means ready to accept the status of being China's "junior partner" and is not prepared to view China as a
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In this changing international context, where Russia must manage the growing power of Asian giants, particularly its neighbor China, and face non-traditional threats coming from the "South", the West in all its manifestations (the United States, the European Union, the OSCE, and NATO) appears to be an ally rather than an enemy. Relations with the United States and the EU can be tense for geopolitical reasons (eastward enlargement), or on account of divergent political viewpoints, but the risk of armed conflict has disappeared. In Russia's main strategic documents, the level of geopolitical uncertainty with the West is low, notwithstanding the sometimes aggressive rhetoric concerning NATO. The NRC common agenda for cooperation on counterterrorism, counterpiracy, counternarcotics, the promotion of international security, and missile defense reflects the relationship's new orientation within the framework of the NATO-Russia Joint Review of Twenty-First Century Common Security Challenges.

There are still ambiguities in Russian policy towards NATO. On the one hand, some scholars in Western-oriented think tanks, such as Igor Yurgens' Institute of Contemporary Development, encourage Russia to associate itself with the West and even to join NATO in order to be able to confront the challenges of the 21st century. Without going that far, the Russian establishment is increasingly turning towards the West, despite its critics; some have advanced an idea of a "three-branched Western civilization" (the United States, Europe, and Russia), which allows Moscow simultaneously to be against the West and a part of it.

On the other hand, there are still many elements of tension or disagreement and Russian strategic documents insist on a declining influence of the West in international affairs – debates on the Libyan and Syrian questions highlight the divergences in Western viewpoints. The Kremlin also points at potential conventional threats which NATO poses to Russian interests – with tensions centred mainly on the new NATO members in Central and Eastern Europe – and its unenthusiastic approach to Moscow's new European security treaty proposal.

The Russian rapprochement with NATO in Afghanistan must be understood within this wider, ambiguous framework. Indeed, the main strategic documents avoid taking a clear stance on this relationship in the context of the Afghan crisis. The two Foreign Policy Concepts of 2000 and 2008 state that the conflict in Afghanistan creates a real "threat to security of the southern CIS borders". However, whereas the first of these documents simply refers to Russia's desire to "interdict the exportation of terrorism and extremism from that country," the second mentions collaboration "with other countries concerned, the United Nations, the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and other multilateral institutions" — and in doing so omits any explicit reference to involvement of NATO. As for the National Security Concept of 2009, this remains curiously quiet on Afghanistan, limiting itself to recalling that the international situation is negatively affected by the unresolved conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan, the Near East, and the Korean peninsula.

These contradictions or silences can be partly explained by the multiplicity of actors that define the priorities of Russian foreign policy, globally as well as in the specific case of Afghanistan. The Russian elites are indeed deeply divided in their reading of security priorities, depending
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on such variables as their ideological leanings (more or less anti-Western) and the choice of a short- or long-term time scale to project Russia’s interests. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is quite powerful because it manages relations with Kabul and, more importantly, with members of the international coalition. The military staff should not be disregarded, because they are in charge of cooperation programs with the Afghan army. The Russian delegation at NATO (particularly its head, Dmitry Rogozin) has played a key role in the evolution of the Russian narrative on Afghanistan. Viktor Ivanov is also an important figure, since Russian interest in the fight against drug trafficking has grown: a veteran of the Soviet war in Afghanistan, and close to Putin since the early 1990s, he is Director of the Russian Federal Service for the Control of Narcotics and Chairman of the State Anti-Narcotics Committee.

Large state enterprises that are traditionally important in shaping Russian foreign policy, like Gazprom and Rosneft, are more or less absent from the Afghan scene, while companies in the construction sector such as Tekhnopromexport or Soiuzvneshtrans are better represented. The situation might change, however, were Gazprom able to join the TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India) gas pipeline consortium. Beyond diplomatic contacts at the highest levels, on a day to day basis Moscow’s “Afghanistan policy” is realized through circles linked to the Soviet past. Former Afgantsy (veterans of the Soviet-Afghan war of 1979-1989) have revived their networks there in order to mediate trade. Former siloviki (members of the power structures) linked to Afghanistan also help to boost interest in contemporary Russia – for example, Yevgeni Primakov, former Director of the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Members of the Russian-Afghan Business Council (RADS), led by Abubakar Arsamakov, and Zamir Kabulov, Special Representative of the Russian President for Afghanistan and former Russian Ambassador to Afghanistan, are key mediators for business and security issues.

Facing the lack of long-term strategy towards Central Asia

Afghanistan is also part of a broader framework concerning Russia’s security, economic, and political involvement in Central Asia. Moscow conceives of the region within an essentially security-oriented framework: it presents the risk of failing states, Islamism, and drug trafficking. Russia wants to be able to anticipate, or at least to limit, regional instabilities that originate in Central Asia and their projection on to its territory. The military partnership with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan is therefore the major vehicle of Russian influence. Moscow’s main tools in this sector are the training of military personnel, a joint doctrine and shared security space, arms sales, common exercises, the Ayni and Kant military bases, and the CSTO multilateral structure. 26 In the economic domain, Russian influence is decreasing. Moscow has lost its monopoly on Central Asian hydrocarbons, Kazakh uranium, and more generally on the region’s commercial interests. China and the EU have overtaken it as Central Asia’s main trading partners. Through the Eurasian Economic Community, the Customs Union, and potentially also the Eurasian Union which Vladimir Putin evoked in October 2011, Russia’s strategy is to promote an integrated space with some republics in terms of transport and communications in order to stop the advance of geopolitical dissociation between Russia and Central Asia as a result of Chinese pressure. 27

Politically, Moscow hopes to preserve “friendly regimes” in Central Asia, but this notion is paradoxical. Tashkent and Ashgabat are not Moscow’s political allies as such, but their isolation from foreign influences and their authoritarian tendencies serve Russian interests. Bishkek is able to advance more pro-Western arguments (for instance, following the establishment of Roza Otunbayeva’s parliamentary regime in 2010), while also remaining pro-Russian. Tajikistan is increasingly critical of Moscow, and the Kazakh elites want to preserve their autonomy in the face of possible Russian interference. What is most at issue is thus an axis of convenience. Regime changes in one of the republics or in the Kremlin could put a rapid end to these circumstantial political alliances. Moscow does not want “unknown opposition forces”, often believed to be linked to terrorist or fundamentalist organizations, to take over – which gives
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grounds for supporting the current regimes. However, the Kremlin appears increasingly aware of the difficulties raised by the nature of the Central Asian regimes. It is starting to give discreet encouragement to prospective reforms by the governments concerned, for fear that Egyptian- or Tunisian-type situations will occur there under the effect of the political “cocktail” of political repressions, social and economic depression, and the securitement of the country’s riches by a reduced elite. That is the assessment expressed by the Russian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Grigorii Karasin, at an April 2011 hearing at the Duma on the problems of Central Asia, although Russian experts do not unanimously subscribe to the parallel with the Arab spring.

Though Russia managed in the 2000s to regain the influence in Central Asia that it had lost in the 1990s, it is advancing no long-term strategies in the region. It continues to live off its Soviet legacy, increasingly challenged by other international actors. Moscow is, however, so sure of its soft power assets in Central Asia that it sometimes forgets to cultivate them. Its political compatibility with the regional regimes may be temporary, since Russian minorities there are not valued, Moscow does not prioritize the promotion of Russian language and culture, and fails to utilize the growing flows of labor migrants as a tool for its rapprochement with Central Asia. Among the Russian establishment, a generalized disdain for what it sees as a region of delayed economic and cultural development that had no choice but to turn towards Russia in order to avoid Islamism and Chinese domination provides the negative context in which Moscow fails to concede the economic, geopolitical, and societal utility of Central Asia. One of the weaknesses in Russian strategic thinking is its difficulty in envisaging a constructive way to combine Central Asia with Afghanistan.

Russia is concerned about the developing influence of “extra-regional powers” in Central Asia, but knows that it is not in a position to take total responsibility for the region and thus supports the presence of some other international actors. In this strategy, the Afghan issue may become a key driver of Russia’s commitment and legitimacy in the region. It allows it to justify its security presence there as based on a request from the Central Asian states. The two smallest ones, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, know they cannot cope with major destabilization without the help of Russia, either on a bilateral basis or via the CSTO. Moscow plans to open a small center in the Osh region, under the control of the FSB, in order to monitor both drug trafficking and the Islamist movements. Dushanbe’s resistance to the idea of a return of Russian border guards to the Tajik-Afghan frontier may be difficult to sustain, except if the United States becomes far more involved alongside the Tajik authorities. Kazakhstan has no securitization strategies at the regional level that do not include major Russian participation. Even Uzbekistan would possibly be willing to seek Russian aid in the event of serious tensions. The Chinese have never hidden their support for Russian control over the region’s security, as this allows them to focus on economic issues. India too approves Moscow’s presence in the region, and NATO has an interest in the Russians taking over part of regional security after the ISAF troops leave.

The Russian establishment maintains an ambivalent stance towards this security commitment. It likes to be recognized a key player in the Central Asian scene – a sign of great power towards the West and China, and a tacit acknowledgment of Central Asia as a sphere of natural interest. But at the same time it is legitimately concerned about becoming more involved in what is considered as an Afghan/Central Asian quagmire or burden. Moscow feels that the more military presence it has in the region, the more it will have to bear the costs of potential destabilizations, not only financially, but also politically and in terms of human losses. The “sphere of influence” tends thus to be seen more and more often as a “sphere of responsibility”. But the great weakness of Russia’s position in Central Asia being centered on the Afghan issue remains the difficulty the Kremlin has in thinking of unified strategies integrating Central Asian economic development and the stabilization of neighboring Afghanistan. Indeed, it was only from 2010 on that Russian interest in the trans-Afghanistan TAPI gas pipeline project and the CASA-1000 electricity export project was expressed, while for many years China considered its investments in Central Asia, and especially in Tajikistan, in conjunction with those made in Afghanistan.
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THE DRUG ISSUE AS A SYMBOL OF RUSSIA’S DOMESTIC FRAGILITIES

Since 2008, the drug issue has shaped the “return” of Afghanistan as a more specific concern on the Russian agenda. Russia has the unenviable status of being the world’s leading consumer of heroin, using 70 tons per year, or around 21 percent of world consumption according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). The country has between four and six million drug users, mainly young people in both urban and rural areas, according to these calculations; this figure has increased more than ninefold over the last decade. The Federal Anti-Drug Agency estimates that each year 10,000 Russians die of an overdose and that another 70,000 deaths are drug-related. Moreover, this consumption has a major effect on the spread of the HIV crisis because the country has banned methadone treatment and needle exchange programs. According to the UNODC, Russia now has a 1 percent HIV prevalence rate among its young people and the fastest growing HIV/AIDS epidemic in the world. This situation is a part of the more general debate on the country’s demographic crisis and the related absence of efficient state policy to deal with the downturn in its citizens’ health, with particular regard to male mortality from acts of violence.

Since 2008 and the appointment of Viktor Ivanov as Director of the Federal Anti-Drug Agency, the Russian position on the issue has become more radical. Ivanov has consistently denounced the social and health threats that drug trafficking poses to Russian society. The economic burden of drug-related crime is also important, though difficult to measure. Some of Ivanov’s concerns are not made public: they are related to the role of certain siloviki, well established in Central Asia, in drug trafficking, which threatens the very structure of the security services and the political control the Kremlin exercises over them. Moscow considers the narcoproblem to be international rather than domestic: it feels victimized by the explosion in the production of opiates that occurred with the presence of the ISAF in Afghanistan and the correspondingly sharp rise in the country’s status as a transit route between Central Asia and Europe.

Indeed, opium production in Afghanistan increased from 185 metric tons in 2001 to 3,400 in 2002, reaching a peak of 8,200 in 2007 before dropping back to 6,900 tons in 2009. A third of the production passes via the northern route, that is, via Central Asia and Russia; this is chiefly destined for Russian consumption and, to a lesser extent, for the European market.

Since 2009, Moscow has spoken of “narco-aggression” from Afghanistan and denounced the laissez-faire approach of the international coalition on this issue, accusing it of having allowed the production of opium to increase dramatically since 2001. With the nomination of Yuri Fedotov as UNODC Executive Director in June 2010, Russia hopes to lead the anti-drug campaign and has sent additional staff from the Federal Agency to the UNODC office in Kabul. Moscow has also increased its financial contributions to UNODC to US $ 7.5 million, establishing an annual contribution level of US $ 2 million as from 2011, and plans to contribute US $ 500,000 annually from 2011 to 2013 to support the State Drug Control Agency of Kyrgyzstan. Russia’s desire to return to the Tajik-Afghan border and settle in southern Kyrgyzstan, a trafficking hub, clearly expresses its concerns about the inability of the Central Asian regimes to act as a blockade. In spring 2010, Moscow sent NATO and Gil Kerlikowske, the Director of the U.S. Office of National Drug Control Policy, a list of twenty drug barons and nearly 200 laboratory locations in Afghanistan. It asked for the eradication by force of opium poppy fields. The request was unsuccessful, because there is no alternative income to offer the Afghan people, and both the Karzai government and the international community refuse to punish the peasant population. However at the end of October 2010, Russia and the United States conducted a highly symbolic joint operation to destroy four laboratories near the Pakistani border.

The Kremlin probably hopes to use its growing
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involvement in the NDN to pressure the United States for a more affirmative stance on the danger of letting Afghanistan feed the world’s market for heroin.

But Russia also needs to do more in terms of combating drug addiction at home in order to make its international concerns more credible. The measures implemented to respond to the double challenge of Russia’s drug consumption and demographic crisis have been rather ineffective. With the exception of a campaign to reduce road accidents, the authorities do not seem concerned about losing a considerable proportion of their working-age human capital to violent deaths. Reviving births through financial mechanisms is easier than making significant modifications to the social patterns linked to violent male deaths or to drug consumption, involving far more complex explanatory factors. In June 2011, the Duma declared “total war” on drugs and is in the process of preparing new, stricter laws that would force addicts into treatment or jail and that would treat dealers “like serial killers.” It remains to be seen whether this forceful solution is the right one and whether the government will be capable of enforcing it and of really offering addicts an alternative. But it is likely that the fight against drug-trafficking will become a preferred domain of NATO-Russia cooperation in the years to come.

**Strengthen and weaknesses of the Russian presence in Afghanistan**

Do these multiple drivers that shape Russia’s strategies in Afghanistan lead to outcomes? Moscow’s strengths and weaknesses are related to elaboration of its own strategy for Afghanistan, the establishment of networks and lobbies, its economic presence in Afghanistan, its role in national reconstruction and consolidation of the central state, and its ability to project solutions after 2014.

The weight of the players linked to the Soviet presence in Afghanistan and, more generally, Russia’s overall rehabilitation of the Soviet past have obviously tainted dealings between Moscow and Kabul, with many issues linked to the history of relations between the two. Both sides have sought to discuss the years 1950-1979 with a constructive voice and to ignore the decade of war. In Kabul, the stakes are high. The Karzai government needs to diversify its partners and to avoid U.S. domination. Pro-Russian lobbies have been reactivated in Kabul and the northern provinces, concentrating in particular on Mazar e-Sharif, home of former Northern Alliance warlords, and on the Afghan intelligentsia, especially in academia and the military. However, like other actors in Afghanistan, these pro-Russian lobbies are not motivated by a principled solidarity with Moscow, but by stakes internal to Afghanistan and its inter-group balance, which does not give the Russian establishment much room to maneuver.

Russia can also access some Pashtun networks via former communist groups. During the Russian-Afghan forum in Moscow in May 2009, the presence of numerous Pashtun businessmen and politicians – such as the deputy from Nangarhar, Mohammad Hashim Vatanval, who is known for being close to the Taliban – was noticed. Of course Northern Alliance members criticized this, but it represented a positive new element of Russian policy in Afghanistan towards Pashtun delegates. Some observers, such as Andrei Serenko, have even spoken of new Russian activism in the south of Afghanistan and the tribal areas of Pakistan. However, all of these networks lack strength across the country because anti-Russian groups, strengthened by the memory of the decade of conflict, are also powerful and even tried to persuade the Afghan parliament to pass a decree demanding compensation for the Soviet occupation. Russian influence on the elites is thus far less substantial than that of Pakistan or of India, perhaps even of Iran, but it has clearly bounced back.

On the economic level, Russia might become more ambitious. Bilateral commerce between Russia and Afghanistan resumed in 2007, after the Paris Club announced a reduction in Afghan debt, forgiving 90 percent of the 11 billion dollars that Kabul owed (mostly consisting of late fees), and providing for the payment of the remaining 730 million U.S. dollars over a period of 23 years. This led to the revival of bilateral exchanges between Russia and Afghanistan, which rose from 68 million dollars in 2007 to 190 million in 2008, and then to almost 500 million in 2010. The exchanges are limited
to certain sectors. Russia exports mainly kerosene, metals, wood materials, foodstuffs (particularly sugar and flour), machine parts for aviation, and medicines. Afghan exports are minimal and include traditional products like dried fruits and carpets. The transfer of technologies and the export of manufactured products remain extremely limited, because Russia is not competitive in this area. 54

Russia’s investments are at the heart of Russian-Afghan economic relations. The current government has offered to take over the Soviet legacy in Afghanistan and reconstruct or modernize around 140 projects that Moscow built in 1950-1980. 55 Russian enterprises like Tekhnopromexport are in charge of restoring several Soviet-built hydroelectric stations, such as the one in Naglu, and of renovating the Salang tunnel, which links Kabul to the northern provinces. The Industrial Bank of Moscow announced that it was ready to finance the restoration of a facility in Kabul that produces residential housing units and of the Dzhebal us-Siradzh cement plant, two companies that Kabul had privatized, before reversing its decision in 2009. 56

However, during his visit to Moscow in January 2011, Hamid Karzai invited Russian companies to avoid being limited by the Soviet legacy and to become more ambitious. Moscow admittedly has a considerable potential for investment in Afghanistan focused on the reconstruction of Soviet structures (power stations, hospitals, schools, technical institutes), transport (roads, tunnels, bridges), extraction of raw materials, and communications. It can also target the civil aviation market, with expected growth in internal flights. The holding company Soiuzvneshtrans is currently negotiating with the Afghan transit company Afsotr for the purchase of 49 percent of its shares, in exchange for the delivery of approximately 500 trucks. 57 However, until now, Russian companies have been timid and have lost several tenders in the mining sector and in communications: they are competing with mostly Chinese and sometimes Iranian companies, and do not always submit attractive bids for major international contracts. They still hope to regain a foothold in the oil and gas basins of the northern provinces (Sari-Pul, Faryab, Djaunzdjan, and Balkh), which were developed in the Soviet period and whose infrastructure for exports to Central Asia still exists. Kabul would also like to see increased oil supplies from Russia. 58

Russia, meanwhile, seems increasingly interested in the TAPI gas pipeline project, launched in the mid-1990s with support from the Asian Development Bank and greeted enthusiastically by Washington with a view to rapprochement between Central and South Asia. The project was relaunched in late 2010 with the signing of a new agreement among the four presidents, 59 and the Kremlin now understands that it cannot prevent its implementation if the other donor countries want it. 60 Moscow thus prefers to be associated with it in order to keep an eye on the evolution of Turkmen gas exports, which are increasingly eluding its grasp with the strengthening of the Sino-Turkmen gas partnership. Although Kabul seems to support the Russian involvement, Ashgabat is naturally opposed and does not want Gazprom to have a say over its strategic opening to new markets. In August 2010 Moscow also joined the CASA-1000 project, which seeks to export Kyrgyz and Tajik electricity to Afghanistan and South Asia, at a meeting in Sochi between the presidents of Russia, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Pakistan. 61

In terms of military cooperation, the Russian presence has increased in recent years, with the agreement of NATO. Russia had already provided nearly 200 million dollars in weapons, training, and military assistance to Afghanistan between 2002 and 2006. 62 Today Rossoboronexport hopes to secure a place in the local market thanks to the Soviet past, since the Afghan police force widely uses Soviet-era Kalashnikov assault rifles and machine guns despite the availability of military supplies offered by the United States. At the end of 2011, as part of an assistance program to the Afghan army and police, Moscow resumed its supply of small arms to Kabul. 63 But the role of Russia is expected to increase with the purchase by Washington of 21 Russian Mi-17 military helicopters for the Afghan army. 64 Moscow is
also preparing to play a new role by training Afghan pilots and national security forces.\(^65\)

The Russian position on the expected departure of ISAF troops in 2014 is of concern. Like the other foreign players involved in Afghanistan, Moscow is waiting for decisions to be taken by Washington and for the U.S. announcement of an exit strategy before it takes a stance on the issue. Despite the recurrent criticisms regarding the lack of Western success, it has no solution to offer for stability in Afghanistan and stands only to suffer from a return to power of the Taliban. It supported the idea put forward by the West and the government of Hamid Karzai of negotiating with the moderate Taliban, but made no secret of its doubts concerning the chances these negotiations had of success or the level of respect a reinstated Taliban government would show for the constitutional order.\(^66\) While the Kremlin does not wish for the complete disengagement of the United States, which would have a negative impact on the regional balance, it could hardly accept the creation of an American safety belt around Afghanistan, which would mean increased U.S. military presence in Central Asia. Moscow thus supports the proposals put forward by the United Nations and NATO to foster regional approaches, and hopes to participate in elaborating the new regional cooperation frameworks that could be unveiled at the May 2012 summit on Afghanistan.

But Russia has limited capabilities in terms of security architecture when it comes to Afghanistan. The Russian establishment is seeking to bolster the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), in order to make it more effective in Central Asia and to ready itself for the security situation post-2014.\(^67\) But the Organization will have difficulty finding a role for itself to play in Afghanistan: Turkmenistan is not a member of it, Uzbekistan has always refused to participate actively in it, and NATO does not want to see the CSTO, and hence Russia, supervise its relations with the Central Asian governments and the operations of the NDN, and thus become a cumbersome interlocutor for the West in the region. Moscow also tends, much more modestly, to promote the role of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization [SCO], but this institution lacks the capacity or financial means for operations in Afghanistan, even in a humanitarian or soft security role. The common will of Russians, Chinese, and Central Asians to act jointly is actually very limited.\(^68\)

In addition, the strategic partnership with India does not seem to have taken off: military-industrial cooperation remains delicate as New Delhi is often annoyed at the delays and the price rises imposed by Russia, and the two countries were unable to come to an agreement to share the Ayni military base in Tajikistan.\(^69\) Even if Moscow renewed contact with the Pakistani authorities in 2010, the Kremlin is not an influential player in Islamabad, or trying to become one. It prefers to let India – and the United States – monitor the potentially failing Pakistani regime. Russian-Iranian relations, despite a deterioration in 2010, are still positive compared to the U.S. deadlock in dialogue with Tehran, but are nevertheless not consistent with Russia’s taking on a decisive role. Moscow thus seems destined to remain a limited player in the Afghan neighborhood, and in fact it is with the West that it has the most prospects for cooperation.

---


\(^{66}\) See for instance the different points of view expressed on Afghanistan.ru, in particular the opinions of Russia’s Center for the Study of Contemporary Afghanistan.


\(^{68}\) Alexandre Cooley, “The Stagnation of the SCO. Competing Agendas and Divergent Interests in Central Asia”, PONARS Memo no. 85, September 2009.

Conclusions

Is the Russian presence in Afghanistan sustainable over the long term? Moscow's networking capacities among the Afghan elites are limited as compared with those of other influential powers, such as Pakistan, India, and Iran. Russia faces two disadvantages: it represents the interests of non-Pashtun Afghans – but it is they who are most open to international cooperation and want a secular state – and it is hated by part of these Afghan elites, who well remember the decade-long Soviet war. Despite these obstacles, the international community must prepare for the regionalization of the Afghan issue and thus the delegation of influence to Kabul's neighbors. In this context, Russia, like the Central Asian states and India, is closer to the Western agenda. Russia's Afghan networks are intrinsically linked to those of the Central Asian states, and thus require better coordination between Moscow, Tashkent and Dushanbe. Once the withdrawal of the ISAF is complete, these networks could be coordinated with those of the United States and Europe, so as to create a common front of secular, modern, and Western-oriented Afghan leaders.

On the military level, Russia probably does have long-term assets to offer the Afghan armies in terms of updating its tradition of military-industrial aid and officers’ training. A large part of the upper ranks of the Afghan military were trained in the Soviet Union and are more oriented towards Russia. Renewal of such cooperation would maximize the potential of the Russian military in symbolic sectors that are important to Moscow, including aviation and law enforcement agencies. Afghanistan's economic needs are so great that all actors are welcome. Russia has long-term potential in crucial domains for the development of Afghan society, such as infrastructure, the extraction industries, and energy, even if it faces growing competition from China. However, in contrast with the latter, Moscow can contribute to competence-building: it is not merely content to extract resources, but can train new Afghan elites in technical jobs, a role that it played in the 1950s.

Unlike Pakistan and Iran, Russia has no “Afghan agenda” that poses a major problem for its neighbors, while China wants to be left out of domestic debates but take advantage of Afghan riches. It is therefore in NATO’s interest to prioritize Russia, but the disadvantage of this strategy is that it entails the need to know what role the Central Asian states will play in it. Moscow will continue to be an increasingly indispensable partner thanks to the NDN, but its transit role will be fundamentally altered once the ISAF troops and material have been evacuated. The United States will probably try to implement new partnerships in Central Asia, in particular with the Uzbek authorities but perhaps also with the Tajik and Turkmen authorities; Moscow’s chances of being associated with such agreements are only limited, except potentially in Tajikistan. Though NATO-Russia cooperation through the CSTO is going to be difficult in Central Asia, the development of joint strategies around the struggle against drug-trafficking or the training of local border guards seems to hold more promise.

Afghanistan is therefore set to become one of the major cards in the NATO-Russia relationship. It is natural that the most tense relations are those in Eastern Europe and the South Caucasus, a “shared neighborhood” between the EU/NATO and Russia, as the stakes related to the respective spheres of interest and their symbolic recognition are high for all the actors concerned. In Afghanistan, the differences of interpretation between NATO and Russia are less accentuated. The NRC might, for instance, prepare for the ISAF exit from Afghanistan and discuss approaches to longer-term security and cooperation in the region. Political divergences over value issues should not be denied, as they are important, and Russia considers itself the target of discriminatory and threatening behavior by NATO. But these divergences do not prevent the construction of common agendas in strategic terms. Several elements could be put on the negotiating table: the overall regional architecture for Afghanistan; the place granted to Kabul's neighbors; the role of the West and Russia in the post-2014 period; issues surrounding Russia-NATO coordination in relation to the states of Central Asia; and the setting up of joint mechanisms to fight drug trafficking in producing countries, transit countries, and consumer countries. The more constructively Russia engages on these issues, the more NATO too will benefit.